Sub: Weighment of wagons/rakes and levy of Punitive Charge

Ref: Rates Master Circular/Weighment/2014/0 and Gazette Notifications No.GSR570(E) dt.17th July, 2012 & No.GSR898(E) dt.17th December, 2012


In this regard it is to state that extant guidelines/rules regarding weighment of wagons/rakes and levy of Punitive Charge are prescribed vide Board’s circular/Notification under reference.

Reference is also invited to Board’s letter No.TC-I/2014/108/4 dt.21.03.2017 vide which extant guidelines have been reiterated with the request that all concerned may be advised to follow the guidelines scrupulously.

(Shilpi Bishnoi)
Director, Traffic Commercial(Rates)
Railway Board